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About This Game

 Perform fitness

The most authentic fitness simulation puts you in the shoes of a rookie who wants to fight his way up the fitness olymp. Perform
fitness, get sponsored and become the fittest person in the universe. With real exercise fottage and real challenge.

How would it feel to be a professional fitness performer? Glory on the victorious and shame on the loser. Risking it all for the
best performance. See for yourself how to get real in this authentic fitness simulator.

 Do you have what it takes to master fitness?

features

 hip hop soundtrack
 different challenging exercises
 Get money for fitness items
 live action fitness footage
 get injured performing fitness
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This game gave me the power to defeat my greatest enemies 10\/10. I didn't liked this game at all. I still want my 8 euros back.
Nice premise but that's all it is really. Everything is placeholder so there's very little in terms of content and mechanics.

Appears to be abandoned, nice waste of my money :)))). Having bought the Season Pass since day 1, I'm very satisfied with
the dresses and tuxedos that the Vol 1 characters received. Beautiful dresses, smooth and smart tuxedos.

Looking forward to Vol 2!. Really an adventurous & humorous game, only thing I would've like to suggest is providing hints
description for certain sidequest that seems to be troublesome as well for other characters\/heroes to have some dialogues.
Overall I enjoy playing this game^. This takes some getting used to, but for the price - well worth the look.

Promising roots within it, and for it being done by one guy its just impressive to say the least.
A good game for the cost and well worth it.
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Played it till the second round... game bugged out for a second time and I couldnt finish it and didn't bother playing after as I
would probably need to restart the round cause last save also bug out.. boring and repeatitive. Well first and foremost, lets clear
some things up about this DLC... Those who are still reporting an FPS frop must have other issues - the patch back in December
corrected the issue, which wasn't as wide spread\/as big an FPS hit as was proclaimed by some users. And also the 15 mile an
hour limit that some are hitting is due to their inability to read\/understand directions or how to disable the alerter. But you can
also find that out by reading forums, and by looking at youtube videos of the train zipping along at 90+ mph.

That said, this was a highly anticipated piece of stock and it fits perfectly with the New York to New Haven line. And while this
is not a perfect DLC - nothing is. Not any more at lease... For those who want to add the most recognizable piece of metro
north's rolling stock definately look past those misinformed reviews and into picking this up.. Grat game and enjoy very much.
Can more people get this so I can PvP
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